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Governor Cuomo Proposes $3 Billion
‘Restore Mother Nature’ Bond Act

I

n each decade between

one bond question may appear

1960 and 1990, New Yorkers

on the ballot per election. The

approved bond acts to sup-

present goal is for the Restore

port environmental programs

Mother Nature Bond Act to be

ranging from land preserva-

tion to clean air and water to

By
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Gerrard

And
Edward
McTiernan

approved by the Legislature and
signed by the governor in time

restoration of municipal landfills.
However, no new environmental Climate Leadership and Commubonds have been approved since nity Protection Act, which was
the Clean Water/Clean Air Bond discussed in our column of July
Act of 1996, which is codified at 11, 2019, by providing funds for
N.Y. Envtl. Conserv. Law §§56- the Department of Environmental
0101 to 56-0611. That could soon Conservation (DEC) and others,
change. Gov. Andrew Cuomo has to support nature-based projects
started a campaign to pass legis- that mitigate flood risks, restore
lation that would give voters the natural habitats and improve
chance to approve a $3 billion storm resiliency. In this column
environmental bond act.

What we presently know about
the Restore Mother Nature Bond
Act is that it is aimed at helping
enhance New York’s ability to
respond to climate change in
general and the increased intensity and frequency of storms that
are fueled by climate change in
particular.

we examine the background to, to be presented to the public at

The “Restore Mother Nature and purposes of, the nascent next November’s election, when
Bond Act” is designed to com- Restore Mother Nature Bond Act. races for the White House, the
plement New York’s ambitious

Under Article VII, §11 of the New entire New York Legislature and
York Constitution, the state can all of the state’s 27 Members of
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only undertake public borrowing the House of Representatives will
when the debt is authorized by also be on the ballot.
law and approved by the voters

Many details of the Restore

at a general election, and only Mother Nature Bond Act remain
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to be developed. This is hardly Act is that it is aimed at help- control structures while removunusual. In New York, bond pro- ing enhance New York’s ability ing unnecessary dams, reducing
posals usually present general to respond to climate change in algae blooms, supporting public
guidelines for how the money will general and the increased inten- spending for sustainable develbe spent. Details about the spend- sity and frequency of storms that opment and infrastructure, and
ing priorities are found in com- are fueled by climate change in funding hurricane and storm
panion legislation or formal or particular. Starting with the 2020 recovery efforts.
informal understandings between State of the State roll-out, and durthe Legislature and the governor. ing all of the public events intendThese can range from detailed ed to kick off the campaign to

Constitutional Challenges
Given the scope of New York’s

funding criteria to a simple list

far-reaching plan for transition-

of programs that qualify for bond Given the scope of New York’s

ing the state to renewable energy

act funds. However, Article VII, far-reaching plan for transition-

and clean transportation, and the

§11 of the Constitution, which ing the state to renewable en-

myriad ways that climate change

requires a public referendum for ergy and clean transportation,

impacts both the natural and

most proposed public debt, also and the myriad ways that cli-

requires that bond funds be used mate change impacts both the

“for some single work or purpose, natural and built environments,

built environments, the Restore
Mother Nature Bond Act might
seem like a prime candidate for a

the Restore Mother Nature Bond challenge based upon the single
Act might seem like a prime
The Court of Appeals has sumproject or purpose requirement
candidate for a constitutional
marized the reasoning behind the
of Article VII, §11 of the Constichallenge.
to be distinctly specified therein.”

single work or purpose clause as

tution. Indeed, the last success-

follows: “By restricting each bond pass the Restore Mother Nature ful environmental bond act, the
act to a single work or purpose, Bond Act, Governor Cuomo and Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act
referendum approval cannot his supporters have stressed that of 1996, was challenged on the
be procured by combining the the proceeds from this bond sale basis that the Legislature had
votes of several different groups, would be used to support a natu- violated the single work or pureach with an interest in one of ral response to climate change.
the bond’s multiple purposes,

pose requirement because funds

Projects that have been men- would be used for a safe drink-

and thereby creating a majority tioned as being eligible for fund- ing water program, open space
that will approve them all.” Mat- ing from the Restore Mother conservation, historic preservater of Schulz v. N.Y. State Exec., Nature bonds have included tion, improvement of solid waste
92 N.Y.2d 1, 7 (1998).

developing or redesigning facilities, remediation of contami-

What we presently know about parks and open space to miti- nated properties and air quality
the Restore Mother Nature Bond gate flood risk, repairing flood programs.
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However, the Court of Appeals against severe weather and sea protests and questioning during
found that it was permissible for level rise. Natural systems are last month’s DEC budget heara bond act to authorize debt “for expected to play an important ings, it is reasonable to expect
projects in a number of subcat- role in responding to climate a lively public debate about the
egories, all of which are directly change.
related to the single categorical

long-term environmental and

For example, DEC’s October economic benefits of the Restore

purpose of improving the state’s 2014 Climate Smart Resiliency Mother Nature proposal. Then,
environment.” 98 N.Y.2d at 9. Planning guidelines for New in November, New Yorkers are
This reasoning seems likely to York communities and the New likely to be called upon to allow
provide some assurance that, as York State Energy Research and the state to borrow $3 billion to
presently envisioned, the Restore Development Authority’s 2011 fund improvements to natural
Mother Nature Bond Act would Integrated Assessment for Effec- systems in response to climate
survive a constitutional challenge tive Climate Change Adaptation change.
based upon the single work or Strategies in New York both recpurpose clause.

Funding Issues

ognize the need for communities
to respond to climate change by
protecting and enhancing natu-

There is no question that New ral systems. Yet, New York has
York’s plans for responding to no dedicated source of funding
climate change require additional for a natural systems response
funds. Last year’s Climate Leader- to climate change. The Restore
ship and Community Protection Mother Nature Bond Act would
Act; the NYS 2100 Commission, fill that gap.
which the governor convened

As with past environmen-

after Superstorm Sandy to devel- tal bonds, the Restore Mother
op recommendations for more Nature Bond Act is expected
resilient infrastructure systems to generate considerable pubacross the state; the Community lic interest. It has been widely
Risk and Resiliency Act of 2014; reported that more than $1 miland the Smart Growth Public lion was spent in an attempt to
Infrastructure Policy Act of 2010 influence voters when the Clean
are all intended to strengthen Water/Clean Air Bond Act was
New York State’s preparedness on the ballot in 1996. Judging by
for the effects of climate change, public comments from legislators
and to help protect communities and advocacy groups, including
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